
IONIQ 5 N.



Never just 
drive. 
Introducing IONIQ 5 N, our first all-electric N Model. Setting new
benchmarks for high-performance electric vehicles and pure
unfiltered driving fun. 

With its new technologies and elevated racetrack capability, IONIQ
5 N represents a new segment of driver-focused, high-performance
electric vehicles. Leveraging motorsport-bred technologies and
years of Rolling Lab development, it is elevating the three pillars of
N performance to an electrifying new level.



Feel the performance. 
Utilising the latest technologies, IONIQ 5 N was developed to take driving fun to a new level. In doing so, we’ve
listened carefully to our N fans in order to fine-tune our first all-electric N with the goal of electrifying the driving
passion of our most demanding N-thusiasts. 

IONIQ 5 N delivers an engaging shift feeling and sensory driving feedback that performance enthusiasts often miss
in an electric vehicle. Our N e-Shift technology gives you a sense of control over power delivery and that jolt feeling
between shifts for greater driver feedback and control.

IONIQ 5 N lets you truly feel and hear your drive – and change the sound of it. N Active Sound+ is paired with N e-
Shift to enhance your driving experience – a 10-speaker system offers three sound themes, which react
dynamically to how you’re driving based on speed and throttle position. N Drift Optimiser technology helps
maintain the drift angle by balancing multiple vehicle systems responding to real-time inputs.



Performance-enhancing features.

In the front, the bumper features an N Mask graphic fascia with functional
mesh, supported by an air curtain and active air flaps for extra cooling. A lip
spoiler runs across the lower part of the bumper to emphasise the car’s low-
slung stance and convey its performance intent. 

The forged 21" aluminium wheels look fantastic while improving handling and
traction by a reduction in unsprang weight. They are wrapped in high-grip
275/35R21 Pirelli P-Zero tyres for improved ride and handling and better grip
in track performance.

At the rear, the prominent, wing-type N spoiler supports optimal
aerodynamic performance – assisted by the rear diffuser and air outlet with
their eye-catching Luminous Orange accents – further highlighting IONIQ 5
N’s high-performance capability and enhancing its aggressive styling.

Created for and by people who truly love cars, the IONIQ N's sleek and sporty interior embraces and excites. The performance cockpit features a newly designed N steering wheel, N Bucket Seats and a centre console that is optimised for track driving with knee pads and shin
support as well as a sliding armrest.

At the front. At the rear. Forged 21" aluminium wheels. 



Driving Engagement.
Dedicated N Modes. 
N e-Shift: 
Simulates gearshifts by controlling the motor torque output, allowing precise and interactive driving control.

N Grin Boost
Boosts the power output from 609PS to maximum 650ps for 10 seconds.

N Drift Optimiser
Helps to maintain the drift angle by balancing multiple vehicle controls (stability and traction control) responding to real-time inputs.

N Launch Control
Assists to extract the maximum acceleration (0-62 mph in 3.40 seconds) with different road grip levels (Low, Medium, High).

N Torque Distribution
Torque distribution to the front and rear axles can be adjusted to 11 levels.

 N Battery Preconditioning 
Allows full performance to be extracted by setting the target battery temperature. Two modes are available: Drag for maximum power and
acceleration, and Track for steady temperature level.

N Race
Allows power output and battery temperature to be managed for the desired driving style. Sprint mode provides maximum power, whilst
Endurance can be selected to manage power for extended track use.



Get inside the performance 
cockpit.
Created for and by people who truly love cars, the IONIQ N's sleek and sporty interior embraces and excites. The performance cockpit features a
newly designed N steering wheel, N Bucket Seats and a centre console that is optimised for track driving with knee pads and shin support as well as a
sliding armrest. 

The centrepiece of the sleek modular dashboard is the extra wide integrated display, featuring a 12.3” touch infotainment screen and a 12.3” digital
cluster for a high-tech look. The screens also display a wide range of electric vehicle and performance driving data.. 

The two-tone N Bucket Seats are positioned about 20 mm lower compared to the basic specification, designed for customers who pursue high-
performance drivability. They feature N emblems and welcome lighting.



Express yourself. 
Choose from a wide range of exterior colours to complement the eye-catching silhouette. 

Performance Blue GlossCyber Grey Metallic Soultronic Orange Pearl 

Atlas White Gloss Atlas White Matte Ecotronic Grey Pearl Abyss Black Pearl 

Performance Blue Matte



The Hyundai 5-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been
originally sold by an authorised Hyundai retailer to an end-customer, as set out in the terms and
conditions of the warranty booklet. 8 years or 100,000 miles warranty on vehicle battery unit.
Local terms and conditions apply. Contact your official Hyundai dealer for further information.

All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice
and is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of
vehicle colours are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond
to the offer and the range of equipment for European markets. The vehicles shown in this
brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions
are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor Europe reserves the right to make changes to
technical specifications and equipment content without notice.
Please consult your Hyundai retailer for exact details.

Details within this brochure are subject to change. 
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